RESCUE OF THE MONTH
RECOGNISING OUTSTANDING RESCUES

SOUTHERN WINNER

FEBRUARY 2013: ST CLAIR SLSC

Date/time: 		
2 February 2013 at 4pm
Location:			
St Clair Cliffs
Lifeguards involved: Scott Fraser, Niam Chronican, Sam Riddell, Angus Mackenzie,
Rhys McAlevey, Cam Burrow, James Rolfe, Carla Laughton,
Tom Garforth. St Kilda SLSC – Stefan Brown, Sam Kinraid
It was 4pm on a Sunday afternoon
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In IRB1 located the injured man and St Clair beach itself was busy at the time
Scott swam out to him with fins and with around 150 people in the flagged area.

Otago Maritime radio. The five metre alloy
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At this stage it was unclear where the on-going radio communications and the
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third crew member was so Niam decided to risk involved operating under the cliffs.

One of the crew members was in

return to St Clair in IRB1 to pick up further
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the water at the time diving for Paua

lifeguards. IRB2 made its way in to the cliffs in the rescue was outstanding from the

amongst submerged rocks. The two other

to search for the third crew member who rescue swimmers and IRB operators to

crew members abandoned the O’Bay

it was assumed was still diving for paua all those that managed the situation both
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